Date:  December 3, 2016


From:  D. Beavis

Subject:  Temporary Configuration for the IR2 Berm Fence

A temporary fence will be installed to enclose the LEReC penetrations and the berm gate 1 at IR2. The fence is to be posted no access without RSC Chair approval. Gate 2 is to remain locked and posted” no access without RSC Chair approval” in addition to its standard posting. The fence will encompass a small area including gate 1 to allow access for pulling cables while the LEReC gun is either locked off or being HV conditioning. The risk of any dose on the berm is essentially nil. Gate 1 can remain unlocked and the IR sweep team can ignore the status of the gate for sweeping IR2 for LEReC HV conditioning.

This special configuration will be allowed until Dec. 19, and another memo will be generated if it is appropriate to extend or modify the configuration. This temporary configuration may be extended to include CeCPoP HV conditioning after additional evaluation of risk and needs.

The temporary fence will be installed under controlled access conditions and be inspected by the LE for the IR.

This has been discussed with the RCD Representative and he concurs that the configuration is acceptable.

A change form will be added to the LEReC HV gun conditioning check-off sheet Monday morning.